
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Zabb Djeahl – Pronounced “Zab_Jee Ahl” 

Description:  
1. Gender: Male 

2. Age: 55 - 50 years of age. 

3. Build: medium to heavy 

4. Height: Medium to tall 

History: 
Trade Councilman Djeahl has been a senior member of the council aboard the Union space station since 

its inception. 

He is corrupt, ruthless, and power hungry. His ultimate goal is to assume control of his homeworld, Tral 

and thereby by control all of the systems in the Tralion Conglomeration. 

He controls a large fleet of trading vessels and a large military fleet loyal only to him. He has several 

agents through the galaxy that help procure information and “deal” with problems. 

His bodyguard, Stez Brolt, is also his primary assassin and problem solver. Though kept on the Union, 

Stez is occasionally let off the leash for special assignments. 

Djeahl will stop at nothing to achieve his goal. 

 

SIDES: 
Djeahl 

This is taking too long, Stez. Hendrix should have been dead days ago. 

 

Stez 

He’s not as easy to kill as you might think. 

 

Djeah 

Oh really? I wonder whatever could have convinced me to the contrary. You’re supposed to be the best, 

so do something about it or I’ll have to replace you. 

 



Stez 

If you think you can. 

 

Djeahl 

What was that? Do you think I won’t do it? I’ve had better men than you killed. 

Djeahl reaches for his blaster. Stez is faster to the draw. 

 

Stez 

Yes, you’ve had better men than me killed. I know, because I did it for you. 

 

Djeahl 

I want Hendrix dead. He’s getting close to things he shouldn’t and that would be bad for all of us. 

 

Stez 

I know that as well as you do and I’m working to resolve the problem. 

 

Djeahl 

Fine. Take care of it, Stez. And quickly. 

Stez bows his head and turns to leave. 

 

Djeahl 

Oh, and Stez? 

Stez turns back to see a small blaster in Djeahl’s opposite hand. 

Djeahl 

Never draw a weapon on me again. 
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